Science around us | Innovations from BASF illustratively explained

The organic red pigments that BASF manufactures consist

enough to reduce light scattering to an absolute minimum

mainly of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and belong to

but large enough to provide a high degree of stability.”

the class of diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPPs). Blue and green

BASF has honed the technology almost to perfection with

pigments are phthalocyanine metal complex compounds.

its products. The color particles in the latest generation

The raw product produced through chemical synthesis is

of the Irgaphor® Red product suite are smaller than 0.00004

mainly composed of irregular particles. They must then be

millimeters, and have double the contrast performance of

brought into the ideal size and shape. This is done by a

their predecessors.

process called pigment finishing. Crystals that are too small
are dissolved and precipitated onto the larger crystals.

Tomorrow’s television screens will have to meet even

Crystals that are too large are broken into smaller pieces

higher expectations in terms of resolution and color purity.

by a mechanical process until the balance is right. Dr. Roman

In anticipation of the new demands, Lenz and his colleagues

Lenz, BASF lab team leader in charge of new color filter

are taking their lab experiments one step further. Their aim is

material synthesis, explained: “Our technology gives us

to find new materials that will show colors in an even more

color particles of 20 to 40 nanometers – small

natural light.

How a pixel gets its colors
A single display contains millions of
picture elements, better known as pixels.
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Only red is visible. Green and blue are blocked, i.e. deactivated.

Switching the color filters on and off is the job of the liquid crystals
attached to them. Arranged in a helical formation, the crystals rotate the
oscillation plane of the light wave so that it can pass through the second
polarization filter. When an electrical field is applied, the liquid crystals
Each individual pixel is composed of red,
green, and blue subpixels that can be switched
on and off, one by one.

align themselves parallel to it. The second polarization filter stops the
light from passing through.
If light, which has been scattered and depolarized by the crystals, leaks
through a deactivated subpixel, colors and contrasts suffer. The smaller
each pigment particle is, the less the likelihood of this unwanted effect
and the higher the image quality.
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